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Introduction
This report summarises the results of an analysis into the degradation of LNA performance which has
recently come to light, within approximately the most recent six months of operations. In short, we
believe that the conformal coating that protects the LNA circuit boards has failed allowing moisture to
degrade the electronics and affect primarily the X-polarisation signals from the dipole antenna
elements.

Detailed discussion
The Murchison Wide-field Array (MWA) Telescope consists of 128 antenna “tiles”, each of which is
constructed on a 5m x 5m steel mesh grid. Sixteen dual-polarisation, active, “bat-wing” dipole antenna
assemblies are attached to the mesh plane in a 4 x 4 regular array with 1.1m centre-to-centre spacing.
These dipole assemblies operate between about 80MHz and 300MHz. The (32) resulting analogue RF
signals are fed to a co-located analogue RF beam-former, which allows individual signals to be delayed
by small integer multiples of ~0.5nSec before being combined into two final output signals representing
the full tile response in X- and Y-polarisations. These signals are amplified further before being driven
down 75-ohm dual-coaxial cables to the receiver units where they are digitized and further processed.
Within the dipole plastic hub support structure, a dual-polarisation Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) provides
the first level of gain after the electromagnetic reception process, delivering approximately 19dB of midband gain with a fairly flat response within the active antenna bandwidth.
Physically, these LNAs are two electrically independent circuits built from discrete components, and
assembled on opposite faces of a multi-layer circular printed circuit board assembly (PCBA)
approximately 35mm in diameter. The input terminals are four solder tags (two for each polarisation)
which are screwed directly to the individual bat-wing elements that are themselves aligned (true) North,
East, South and West. The X-polarisation circuitry, corresponding to the East-West antenna orientation,
exists on the top layer of the PCBA, and is therefore facing upwards when installed in the antenna hub.
(Sown as-installed as “Item 12” in Ref 1, and in detail in Ref 2)
For each polarisation, the ~5V DC power supply bias and the single-ended RF output are supported on
an independent SMA connector on the lower side of the board, again, maintaining complete electrical

isolation between the two polarisations, by virtue of having separated power and ground-planes for
each polarisation.
During manufacture, the entire PCBA, with solder tags attached, is coated with a conformal coating
equivalent to HumiSeal® 1B73 to the manufacturer’s recommended coating thickness between 25 and
75 micro-metres. This is an acrylic based formulation designed to protect from general atmospheric
humidity (Ref 4 for HumiSeal® data, and Ref 5 for the actual product used in the factory).
This conformal coating however, is specifically NOT rated for continuous immersion or solutions
significantly acid or alkaline (i.e. much different from pH 7.0).
It is our belief that due to a compounding set of circumstances, the conformal coating is being attacked,
and failing, allowing the underlying circuitry to be (at least initially) temporarily, but ultimately
permanently affected. This in turn is causing the LNA circuits to fail well before their intended lifetime.

Chain of causality
We believe that the following chain of causality has resulted in the failures described above.
Firstly, the horizontal orientation of the LNA PCBA allows the top surface to accumulate a layer of fine
dust and sand particles, this being wind-blown and deposited inside the LNA.
Note that originally, the LNA plastic hub was deliberately designed with external air-paths in anticipation
of a cooling requirement, which has subsequently been deemed unnecessary. Unfortunately this airpath has probably contributed directly to the unexpectedly high dust deposit problem.
In turn, this layer of dust and sand absorbs atmospheric moisture during humid times of the year, both
with, and without corresponding rain-fall. We believe that there is little direct moisture ingress, but the
possibility of dew deposits cannot be excluded, on top of direct absorption from a humid atmosphere.
Laboratory testing (Ref 3) has revealed that the moistened dust creates an acidic environment of around
pH 4.3 and possibly even lower, which is kept in close contact with the conformal coating until the dust /
sand mix dries out again.
Initially, the moist dust may form a direct medium-impedance path between the differential input solder
tags of the LNA, immediately reducing the RF power input to the LNAs and possibly resulting in a
temporary increase in cross-polarisation coupling.
Furthermore, after an unknown period the conformal coating begins to break down, allowing the acid
environment to begin attacking the solder, components, and even the copper traces of the underlying Xpolarisation circuitry.
This results in permanent changes to the LNA circuit operation, including ultimately a complete failure of
the signal path.

Immediate resolution and potential further treatments for prevention.
Once the LNA PCBA has been corroded to the point of failure, it is difficult and expensive to attempt to
repair the boards, and even then it is difficult to predict how long the repaired board will survive in the
field due to undetected corrosion continuing to cause damage after the repairs. Furthermore, the act of
unsoldering and re-soldering components, and flux cleaning, further compromises the conformal
coating, which would require a proper stripping and re-application to fully restore.
Therefore, boards which are showing permanent signs of damage (either visually or electronically) must
be replaced in the field to restore the antenna tile performance.
We have instigated a process whereby new LNA PCBAs are pre-coated with two or more layers of
PlastiDip®, which is a spray-on coating that is entirely impervious to moisture and able to tolerate a
wider pH range than the underlying conformal coating (see Ref 6). This coating is applied in the field,
after all the mechanical/electrical connections are made to the SMA cables and bat-wing elements and
on top of the factory conformal coating.
It is our hope that this extra top-coating will prevent accumulated dust from attacking the underlying
conformal coating, and thereby preserve the operating life of the LNA PCBA.
Future design considerations include modifying the LNA plastic hub components to prevent dust
migrating inside the hub, thereby reducing the amount of dust gathering on top of the PlastiDip coating.

Conclusions
Based on our experiences we make the following strong recommendations to designers of equipment
destined to exist and operate outdoors in environments similar to the semi-arid Murchison Radioastronomy Observatory.
Serious consideration should be given to aligning all circuit assemblies vertically, to minimise the area on
which dust may collect. Also, the enclosures should be at least partially sealed to prevent dust ingress in
the first place (i.e. vents on the bottom-most surfaces only). Multiple nested enclosures should be
considered where it is necessary to encourage convective or natural wind-assisted air-flow for cooling
purposes, with circuitry protected inside a heat-conductive, but otherwise sealed, inner-most enclosure.
When circuitry must be aligned horizontally, consider placing ALL components on the lower side, and
fully sealing the upper side with an insulating material capable of withstanding continuous immersion /
exposure to acidic environments at least as low as pH 3.5. All vias and other circuit board penetrations
should be fully sealed to prevent corrosive solution weeping to the lower side of the board.
Lastly, if despite all the above, components must be placed on the top side of horizontal circuit boards,
serious consideration should be given to a complete encapsulation, or a similar hermetic seal, as well as
serious dust-ingress prevention to prevent dust settling on top of the seal.
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Gallery of images showing various board issues
This first image shows a relatively clean board that has still had some exposure to corrosive dust. Note
the completely transparent nature of the conformal coating, as well as the shiny metallic solder joints
and clean shiny component metallisation.

This next image shows a partially cleaned board returned from the field, showing that areas where the
dust has started to breach the conformal coating are also where the dust adheres even after gentle air
and soft-brush cleaning. A metal pick would be required to further clean this board.

This image shows a board that has been cleaned using a metal pick, and clearly shows that the
conformal coating has gone milky in places, as well as the solder and various component parts have
become powdery and corroded. Of particular note, the trace leading away from resistor R12 (marked
with arrow) has been completed eroded and is no longer connected.

The images on this and subsequent pages are zoomed-in views from the corroded circuit board on the
previous page. The first shows a zoom in on resistor R12. It is clear that the top end of the component
has been corroded, most of the solder reacted away, and the underlying copper pad completely
dissolved, isolating the trace leaving the top and turning right, from the component pad. During the
pick/scraping procedures crumbled black powdery deposits were removed to expose the top end of R12
and associated copper pads and tracks, which we believe to be the corrosion products left over from the
solder and copper metals.

Note also the damage apparent to the copper tracks connected to R3, immediately above R12.

This next picture shows similar damage to capacitor C16, where it is seen that the entire metallisation at
both ends of the capacitor has corrode, resulting in a complete open circuit at both ends of the
component. Note also the damage apparent to the top end of resistor R11 just to its right.

The next two images show views of the rear side of the SMA connectors for both X and Y polarisations.
Note the corrosion evident on the centre pins of both connectors, the solder joints, and in all likelihood
the copper pads underneath.

This next image shows a bad case of dust build-up on an LNA in a tile near a regularly used access track.

It seems fairly obvious that the dust enters under the top of the hub during windy conditions and is
deposited inside the hub as the air velocity falls. Note the circular dust patterns in the lower left
quadrant which would appear to correspond with the twenty circular air-path mouldings deliberately
cast into the rim of the hub lid, as shown in the drawing over the page.

Mech drawing of the plastic lid that covers the LNA.

This last image shows that even tiles located relatively far away from access tracks, and in areas more
secluded from the winds, still suffer dust build-up, albeit at a lower rate.

